Visibility Architecture
Best Practices

A Unified View...
A visibility architecture acts as a
data distribution hub for each of
your network segments. It takes
incoming data flows, aggregates
them, and intelligently distributes
them to security, analytics, and
compliance systems.
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The Ixia Visibility Architecture delivers
performance that keeps up with your
data volumes for your growing needs.

DEPLOYING BEST PRACTICES

Safety Actions
SE C UR ITY IS A VERB
Remember that security is an ongoing process and not static. Enterprise
lifecycle security management is observing, assessing, mitigating,
auditing, and repeating.

AR E YO UR TESTS SMARTER
TH AN A 5TH GR ADER ?
Testing can also be measured against the STRIDE model, first developed
by Microsoft, which provides an initial framework for threat modeling.
STRIDE stands for Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information
disclosure, Denial of service, and Elevation of privilege. How good your
test system is, determines how ready you are to operate in real conditions.

THINK LIKE A C ROOK
Implement the newer generation of vulnerability, compliance, social,
behavior analysis, user training, cloud application usage, mobile security,
and IP tools. Visibility across every device, user, application, and piece of
data is of the essence, with the watchwords “Security through Visibility”
replacing “Security through Obscurity.” Some examples would be
forbidding use of cloud applications not sanctioned by IT, mandating
strong passwords, and using multifactor authentication.

B E A DRIL L SE RGEANT
Eliminate routine by reallocating tasks and emphasizing training to
eliminate alert fatigue. There is a reason that the military runs constant
drills. A good view of this is covered in the article “Is Failure in Security a
Good Thing?”

MO NITO R YO UR SOFT SPOTS
End-user discipline and education with awareness is key. You think
everyone knows what to do, but you might be surprised. Think about
how to optimize your three Ps—products, people, and processes.

KN OW YO UR SUPPLI ER
Ensure that any supply chain partners and vendors implement good
security practices—especially those who supply critical software or
need access to your internal systems.

FIX WHAT IS B ROKEN
Finally, address known vulnerabilities. They may slip through priorities,
but it is a given that it is easier and more inexpensive to fix before, rather
than after, a breach. Gartner has stated that “through 2020, 99% of
vulnerabilities exploited will continue to be ones known by security
and IT professionals for at least one year.”1

See how a visibility architecture can help you
www.ixiacom.com/solutions/network-visibility
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